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LABORATORY STOVE

 FLO series

It is a series of forced ventilation stoves with the outside 
made of acid-resistant and fire-painted steel sheet, while 
the inside of the chamber, including the internal part of 
the door, is made of AISI 304 stainless steel.
The thermal insulation, also present in the door, consists 
of rock wool panels.

      
      
      
 

DESCRIPTION

The temperature control is entrusted to a K1PX type microprocessor programmer with which it is possible to set and memorize drying 
cycles consisting of a maximum of 8 STEPS or to set a working temperature that will remain until it is changed.   
 
This series of stoves is built according to the latest safety regulations which require all electrical parts to be higher than 30 cm from the 
ground.
In this model they are all placed on the door, making any maintenance even easier.

The electrical equipment, built according to safety standards, is equipped with a programmer with which it is possible to set a drying 
cycle or set a working temperature that will remain operational until it is changed again.

             chamber temperature variation:     About 3 ° C (The check is done at 150 ° C)

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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FLO 250

250 °C

600 600 700 1060 800 1450 3,85

400

160
FLO 360 600 600 1000 1060 800 1450 4,5 180
FLO 440 700 700 900 1010 850 1600 6 240
FLO 500 600 600 1400 1060 800 2150 6 220
FLO 700 700 700 1400 1010 900 2150 7 260
FLO 1000 1000 1000 1000 1310 1150 1720 10 330

(all data are not binding, the manufacturer reserves the right to modify them)

MODEL N°. MAX       
SHELVES

DISTANCE BETWEEN 
SHELVES [mm]

MAX WEIGHT [kG]  
(distributed)

FLO 250 10

60 25

FLO 360 15
FLO 440 13
FLO 500

21
FLO 700
FLO 1000 14


